How Clarabyte supports PCI DSS requirements
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard Data Sanitization Requirements
Cardholder data must be handled properly by all merchants, financial institutions or other organizations which accumulate, process
or transmit customer data. While PCI DSS doesn’t put specific data sanitization rules in place, it does speak about the need to maintain a policy that addresses information security to protect cardholder data.
The obligations between merchants and payment card companies are not directly enforced by the law. Instead, these rules are implemented and contractually enforced through the PCI Contract Chain. This chain can include indemnification requirements, penalties, duties to pay fines, duties to adhere to payment card operating rules and other requirements related to payment cards.

PCI DSS is enforced by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council
Merchants are not required to legally adhere to PCI DSS by payment card companies since there is typically no contractual relationship. If any direct contractual relationship does exist, they are passed through the contract immediately upstream from the merchant. Payment card companies generally enforce compliance by leveraging their relationship through restricting access to payment card processing to merchants. The payment card companies which created this standard are Visa, MasterCard, American
Express, JCB International, and Discover. The PCI standard is mandated by these companies, meaning that if you work with their
systems, you must adhere to them. The standard is overseen by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council, and compliance is validated by a Qualified Security Assessor or Internal Security Assessor as defined by the council.

Security as a Plan
PCI DSS is a standard created to maintain a secure and comprehensive data management plan, to protect cardholder information.
These protections are paramount in preventing unintentional or unauthorized access to cardholder data. Failing to meet the PCI
DSS compliance requirements does not necessarily have any legislative or regulatory punitive measures, although its consequences could result in being excluded from processing payments within these networks.
Click here to learn more about PCI DSS.

What is Data Sanitization?
“Data
Data Sanitization is the process of deliberately, permanently, and irreversibly removing the data stored on a
memory device to make it unrecoverable. A device that has been sanitized has no usable residual data, and
even with the assistance of advanced forensic tools, the data will not ever be recovered. There are three methods to achieve data sanitization: physical destruction, cryptographic erasure, and data erasure.”
Depending on the type of media, the condition of the device, and the confidentiality of the data stored on the device it is important
to choose the appropriate sanitization method. Certified data erasure offers tamper-proof audit reporting, sanitization for all sectors of a drive, and identification of bad sectors on a drive so that drives with poor health can be isolated and physically destroyed.
Certified data erasure offers a sustainable solution for organizations that want to reuse, sell, or donate a device.
Physical destruction methods such as shredding and degaussing may be effective, but do not provide tamper-proof reporting, verification, or the opportunity to reuse or sell a device. Many organizations use a combination of sanitization methods to achieve their
security, sustainability, and compliance goals.

Data destruction is not the same as data sanitization. Data destruction does not include verification or certification of successful data removal beyond forensic recovery. This means that if a chosen method has not been proven to remove all data in totality,
whether the data on the devices is destroyed physically or by software, then it cannot be trusted as a data sanitization solution.
Read our eBook on Data Sanitization Best Practices to learn more.

PCI DSS V3.2
Specification
3.1
Keep cardholder data storage to a minimum by implementing data retention and disposal
policies, procedures and processes that include at least the following for all cardholder data
(CHD) storage:
• Limiting data storage amount and retention time to that which is required for legal, regulatory,
and/or business requirements
• Specific retention requirements for cardholder data
• Processes for secure deletion of data when no longer needed
• A quarterly process for identifying and securely deleting stored cardholder data that exceeds
defined retention

3.2
Do not store sensitive authentication data after authorization (even if encrypted).

Data Sanitization Simplification
Pair proper data sanitization practices with data
retention periods. Prove compliance with
tamper-proof data sanitization reports.

Remove cardholder data upon completion of
authorization.

If sensitive authentication data is received, render all data unrecoverable upon completion of the
authorization process.
It is permissible for issuers and companies that support issuing services to store sensitive
authentication data if:
• There is a business justification and
• The data is stored securely

9.8.2
Render cardholder data on electronic media unrecoverable so that the cardholder data cannot be
reconstructed.

10.7
Retain audit trail history for at least one year, with a minimum of three months immediately
available for analysis (for example, online, archived or restorable from backup)

Securely overwrite cardholder data so that is
cannot be recovered.

Maintain tamper-proof data sanitization reports
to prove compliance.

Protect Cardholder Data with Clarabyte’s Data Sanitization Solutions
Clarabyte’s intuitive and flexible data erasure software allows highly regulated organizations to easily automate their data sanitization processes to improve security, eliminate the risk of human error when processing devices, and guarantee compliance with PCI
DSS. Clarabyte’s proprietary algorithm offers data erasure for the entire spectrum of hard drives and solid-state drives, with verification of successful erasure, and tamper-proof reporting. This unmatched level of control over data removal provides assurance that
no trace of target data remains on a device and compliance is guaranteed.
Click here to learn more about ClaraWipe Pro
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